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performers who publicly denigrated Poland
in their acts, to fights between youths in the
two groups. All other (and there had been
many) attacks on Polish American selfesteem, the propagation of negative images,
and discrimination and prejudice in the
United States against them came because
they were Polish immigrants in America.
Only the public contention with Jewish
Americans was focused on the issue of
Poland, which was so central to their selfidentity and their definition of their
community.
When the issue of the Holocaust captured
the attention of the American public in the
1970’s, the echo of the earlier, and
subsequent less vehement, disputes was still
there. However, more importantly, the issue
arose at a time the Polish American
community was feeling especially
vulnerable. It has been singled out, for
reasons not fully explicable, for unusual and
virulent public ridicule and denigration in
the media and popular literature and culture.
At the same time Polish Americans, as the
most visible group then in the American
white working class and as usual the last
group to leave the urban space for which
they competed with African Americans,
were stigmatized as the major source of
racial problems, support for radical right
political candidates and an unpopular war.
(None of which were tenable conclusions as
subsequent studies showed.) I wrote on the
impact on Polish Americans of being
publicly perceived as the major opponents
of African Americans and Jewish
Americans in U.S. society more than twenty
-five years ago, in 1979.
Thus, the issues that arose in the popular
presentations of the Holocaust in that period
which Polish Americans felt reflected
negatively on them had a more powerful
impact than otherwise might be the case. It
evoked a determined effort to correct the
record as they saw it and to present the true
story of Polish martyrdom and courage. It is
interesting to note, that as a result, the
martyrdom and victimization of Poland
began to receive a perceptively greater
emphasis than that nation’s heroic struggle
in the accounts of the war. Although the
Polish story had never lacked legitimacy
within the community, the new Holocaust
interest in society at large offered Polish
Americans the opportunity of telling it
beyond the community. The popular
interpretations of the story of the Holocaust,
as I noted above, further made the Polish
community anxious to tell it to correct and
amplify what was becoming the public
record. The only way to enter the discourse
was through the rubric of the Holocaust.
Aside from this practical aspect, it also
offered them an interpretative framework to
organize the story of Polish victimization for
racial and ethnic reasons and one that the
general American audience was primed to
understand and appreciate. It also caught the
imagination of the community itself,
especially after Miłosz used it in his Nobel
address, as I tried to show briefly above.
The Polish American community is not as
wedded to the notion of seeing its
experience in World War II in terms of the
Holocaust as is the Jewish American
community. There are other narrative

strategies that it can and does use. However,
Polonia is as committed as is the Jewish
community to having its experience become
part of the general knowledge about history
that its fellow citizens have of Poland and,
by extension, of itself. It is key to its more
than century-long role as the guardian and
spokesman for Poland and an integral part
of its self-identity in America. The
“Holocaust” narrative, for better or worse,
has been for more than two decades one of
the main venues in America to accomplish
that. In addition, the Holocaust has been
internalized as the most compelling way that
many of the survivors in the Polish
American community have come to
understand their own painful experience and
to tell it.
The most important issue, however, for
the Polish community is the one articulated
in the dialogue between Irena Tomaszewska
and Tecia Werbowska: “When we discussed
the Holocaust, we were always aware of the
brutal occupation of Poland, when we
discussed the occupation we could never
lose sight of the Holocaust.” Although they
are not the same story, they are interrelated
so that neither is fully comprehensible
without the other. This terrible period can
only be understood as a whole if we truly
and fully comprehend the magnitude of the
evil that was visited on the world by
totalitarianism and racism and the ability of
evil to corrupt and divide its victims. The
most unspeakable of its chapters, The Shoah
and the story of the terrible martyrdom of
Poland, each illuminate the other and in
complementary ways give us the full
dimension of this evil. This is what I believe
Milosz was calling for when he spoke of
understanding the story in all its complexity.
What he sought, and the Polish community,
I believe, seeks is the fullness of
understanding of the period and a genuine
inclusion of its Polish aspect. The intent was
not and is not to equate the experiences. We
all recognize in the words of Gutman and
Krakowski that Poles and Jews were
“unequal victims”. But, both stories are
necessary, important and compelling and
irrevocably tied together.
More than twenty-five years ago the story
of the Holocaust and its meaning became
one of the significant narratives in the
American public square and the discourse
about it became a major feature of our
culture. If it had ever been a private story it
now lost that quality. Given the dramatic
changes in access to information via new
technologies and the even wider compass of
our media since that time, it is now more
than ever impossible to hope to keep it in
any way a private story. In fact, the whole
purpose of the popular presentations, the
school curricula and the establishment by
Act of Congress of the Holocaust Memorial
Museum itself was to put it at the heart of
American public consciousness.
The story is out there and it affects all of us.
For the Polish American community the
issue is not so much what its experience is
called, but that the public narratives and
school curricula include the Polish story.
Polish Americans, in turn, have the
responsibility to see that any narratives we
produce include the Shoah because it is an
integral part of the Polish story. Polish
Americans and Jewish Americans may

never agree on a common story.
Nevertheless, we both have a compelling
interest to assist each other in seeing the
story told fully and fairly and the differences
explored honestly. ❒
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